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   Beginning in 2008 Rio de Janeiro has installed 28 peace-

keeping police forces (UPP) in the favelas of Rio de Ja-

neiro with the goal of putting the power back into the 

hands of the people, thus making not only the favelas safer 

but also the surrounding areas. Part of the Peacekeeping 

force is a social action committee called UPP Social which 

is responsible for implementing a social network of new 

clinics, day care centers and support for local NGOs.  

   The UPP Social Unit in the favela of Tabajaras, not far 

from from the CIEE office, invited CIEE students to par-

ticipate in an event call a multirao. For decades, garbage 

collection was not provided for in the community of Taba-

jaras and as a result garbage was often strewn along the 

hillsides or in the forests at the edges of the community. 

Together with UPP Social and the residents of Tabajaras, 

CIEE students spent a beautiful Saturday morning and af-

ternoon in Rio collecting garbage from the slopes, separat-

ing the recyclables and carrying the neglected waste to mu-

nicipal garbage trucks waiting at the bottom of the hill to 

take it away. It was a lot of hard work that’s for sure. But it 

was gratifying and it gave our students an opportunity to 

get to know the community of Tabajaras and to work side 

by side with them in the spirit of beautifying their environ-

ment. The day was such a success that UPP Social has de-

cided to make the multirao a monthly event in the 

neighborhood.     
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 The Semester Begins at Partner University PUC-Rio  

     After researching several educational institutions in Rio de Janeiro to host CIEE’s new programs we chose to partner 

with PUC-Rio. The choice was obvious and based on academic quality (PUC-Rio is the perennial top ranked private uni-

versity in Brazil) and also for student experience. The campus sits in a large tropical forested area in Rio’s beautiful 

South Zone. Its cafes, restaurants, wi-fi, outdoor study areas, large library and active student life make it a delightful 

place to both spend time and take classes.  

     Our students chose between the extensive list of course offerings at PUC-Rio (www.puc-rio.br/ensinopesq/ccg/

cursos.html), including several courses from various disciplines taught in English. CIEE Rio Student Lizzy Kildahl is a 

History major at Williams College and is taking History V (1958—present) and History of Architecture at PUC-Rio. She 

says that her professors are “very good and friendly. One of my professors tends to incorporate the fact that we are for-

eigners into the course content by linking US history with Brazilian history. The readings in Portuguese can be time con-

suming and at times challenging but are great for my Portuguese, especially written Portuguese.”    

Salgueiro Samba School 
     

          When CIEE announced to the students that we 

would celebrate the end of the intensive Portuguese 

summer program at a school the response wasn’t 

overwhelmingly positive. Until that is, when we 

clarified just exactly what a samba school is.   

The origin of Samba Schools is directly linked to the 

history of Carnaval in Rio. Before they were called 

schools they were block parties held in poorer 

neighborhoods in the North zone of Rio. In the 1920s 

these block parties began holding contests to deem 

who had the best samba songs and dances. Eventu-

ally these contests turned into the eccentric Rio Car-

naval parades that are now famous the world over. In 

the 1930s police often used to shut down these par-

ties so in an attempt to make them more conspicuous 

these block parties took on the name “schools”. And 

around same time these locations were turning into 

neighborhood social centers as well. One of the most 

traditional samba schools in Rio is called Salgueiro in 

the North Zone of Rio. Our students enjoyed a night 

dancing samba to the carnavalesque rhythms and ob-

serving, with their jaws dropped, the art of dancing 

and playing samba.  
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Meet our Home Stays  
CIEE Rio de Janeiro students reside in home stays during 

their time here. Their homes are located in the Copacabana 

or Botafogo neighborhoods, within close distance to the 

CIEE Study Center. The obvious advantage for home 

stays is Portuguese fluency and to gain cultural insight 

from living with Brazilians. We invited our host families 

to a tea party at our office to discuss their experiences. The 

challenges of adaptation for both students and families are 

plenty. Like in the USA, there is no such thing as typical 

Brazilian family. But there are a few things that our host 

families have in common, mainly friendliness, open hearts 

and open minds. CIEE student Resident Coordinator 

Camila de Queiroz does a great job with service, as much 

for the families as for the students. The result has been that 

both our students and our families are enjoying their cul-

tural experience at home. CIEE is grateful for their coop-

eration and their kindness.  

A Hike up Cabritos Mountain In September CIEE Rio offered students an optional guided hike up 

Cabritos Mountain. Thankfully, all students opted to take the hike because it was amazing. Cabritos Mountain is a 

large round mountain that lies in between Copacabana, Ipanema, Lagoa and Botafogo. The tour guide co-op called 

Tabatur is the only outfit that offers this particular climb. We had 11 local guides to show us the way and they 

were a lot of fun. The word Cabritos means goat in Portuguese and often the steep trail seemed better fit for goats. 

But we made it and it was well worth it to experience the 360 degree view in the heart of the most beautiful city in 

the world. After the hike Tabatur had a Feijoada lunch prepared for our hungry and tired students to cap off an un-

forgettable day.     

Photo: Camila (2nd from right) hosting a tea party for our 

home stays at the new CIEE Study Center in Rio de Janeiro 


